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Amendments to the Claims

This listing or claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the application;

Listing of Claims :

1 . (currently amended) A computer system for encrypting and decrypting a data element using a

static key and a dynamic key, comprising:

said data clement being statically encrypted with said static key;

said data element being dynamically encrypted with said dynamic key; and

said data element being decrypted with said dynamic key and said static key on a receiving

computer system, wherein in response to a transmission failure o V said data element, decryption

of said data element being recovered without retransmission of data.

2. (original) The computer system of Claim 1, wherein encryption with said static key is strong

encryption.

3. (original) The computer system of Claim 1, wherein encryption with said dynamic key is weak

encryption.

4. (currently amended) The computer system of Claim 1 , wherein:

said data clement is encrypted with said static key on a first computer system;

said data element is encrypted with said dynamic key on a second computer system;

said data element is decrypted with said static key and said dynamic key on a third computer

system; - and

thereby encryption and decryption are distributed between said first computer system, said

second computer system, and said rcccrvmgthkd computer system,

5. (Original) The computer system ofClaim 4, wherein said second computer system is untrusted.

6. (currently amended) The computer system of Claim 1 , wherein:

said data element is encrypted with said static key on a first computer system;
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said data element is encrypted with said dynamic key on said first computer system;

said data e lement is decrypted with aaid static key and said

-

dynamic key on a second computer

sy3tcm; and

thereby encryption and decryption are distributed between said first computer system and said

receivingseoond computer system.

7. (currently amended) A computer implemented method for encrypting a data element and

decrypting said data element using a static key and a dynamic key, comprising:

encrypting said data clement with said static key;

encrypting said data element with said dynamic key; and

transmitting said encrypted data element to a receivin^i computer system:

decrypting said encrypted data element with said static key and said dynamic key on said

receiving computer system ; and

determining when transmission ol'said encrypted data element failed: and

recovering said decrypting of said encrypted data clement without retransmission ofdata .

8. (currently amended) The method of Claim 74 further oomprisinawherein said encrypting said

data clement with said static kev strongly encrvptsencrvpting said data element with said static

key.

9. (currently amended) The method of Claim 7a further comprisiflftwhercin said encrypting said

data clement with said dynamic kev weakly encryptsenuryptin

g

said data element with said

dynamic key.

10. (currently amended) The method of Claim 7, further comprising:

wherein said encrypting said data clement with said static key ispn a first computer system;

transmitting said data element to a second computer system;

wherein said encrypting said data element with said dynamic key is on said second computer

system;

transmitting oaid data clement to a third computer system;
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decrypting said data element with said static koy and oaid dynamic key on said third computer

system; and

thereby distributing encryption and decryption between said first computer system, said second

computer system, and said receiving third computer system.

11. (currently amended) The method of Claim 7, further comprising:

wherein said encrypting said data element with said static key is_on a first computer system;

wherein said encrypting said data element with said dynamic key i^on said first computer

system; and

thereby distributing encryption and decryption between said first computer system and said

receivingseeeftd computer system.

12. (currently amended) The method of Claim 10, further comprising:

determining when transmission of said data element from said first computer system to said

second computer system failed; and

recovering said decrypting of repairing said data element without retransmission of said data.

13. (canceled)

14. (canceled)

1 5. (currently amended) An article of manufacture comprising a program storage medium readable

by a computer and embodying one or more instructions executable by the computer for causing a

computer system to encrypt a data clement and decrypt said data clement using a static key and a

dynamic key, comprising:

encrypting said data clement with said static key;

encrypting said data element with said dynamic key; and

transmitting said encrypted data element to a receiving computer system:

system;
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decrypting said encrypted data element with said statie key and said dynamic key on said

receiving computer system;

determining when transmission of said encrypted data clement failed: and

recovering said decrypting of said encrypted data element without retransmission of data .

16. (currently amended) The article ofmanufacture of Claim 15 further uornprisinawherein said

encrypting said data element with said static key strongly enervptsencrvpting said data element

with said static key.

17. (currently amended) The article of manufacture of Claim 1 5 further comprirsingwherein said

encrypting said data element with said dynamic kev weakly encryptsencrvpting said data element

with said dynamic key.

1 8. (currently amended) The article ofmanufacture of Claim 1 5, further comprising:

wherein said_encrypting said data element with said static key ispn a first computer system;

transmitting said data element to a second computer system;

wherein said encrypting said data element with said dynamic key ispn said second computer

system;

transmitting said data element to a third computer r.yritom;

decrypting said data element with said static key and-said dynamic key on said third computer

system; and

thereby distributing encryption and decryption between said first computer system, said second

computer system, and said receiving&ifd computer system.

19. (currently amended) The article of manufacture of Claim 15, farther comprising:

wherein said encrypting said data element with said static key ispn a first computer system;

wherein said encrypting said data element with said dynamic key ispn said first computer

system;

transmitting said data clement to a second computer system;

decrypting r;aid data element with said static key and said dynamic key on said second computer

system; and
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thereby distributing encryption and decryption between said first computer system and said

receiyingseefmd computer system

.

20. (currently amended) The article of manufacture of Claim 1 8, further comprising:

determining when transmission of said data element from said first computer system to said

second computer system failed; and

recoyeriiig said decrypting ofrepamttg said data clement without retransmission of said data.

21. (canceled)

22. (canceled)

23. (currently amended) A computer system for encrypting and decrypting a data element using a

static key and a dynamic key, said data clement being partitioned into a plurality of chunks,

comprising:

said data element chunks being statically encrypted with said static key;

said data element chunks being dynamically encrypted with said dynamic key; and

said data element chunks being decrypted with said dynamic key and said static key on a

receivinti computer system, wherein in response to a transmission failure of one of said data

clement chunks, decryption of said data element chunks being recovered without retransmission

ofdata .

24. (original) Hie computer system of Claim 23 wherein encryption with said static key is strong

encryption.

25. (original) The computer system of Claim 23, wherein encryption with said dynamic key is weak

encryption.

26. (currently amended) The computer system ofClaim 23, wherein:

said data element chunks are encrypted with said static key on a first computer system;

said data element chunks are encrypted with said dynamic key on a second computer system;
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said data olornont chunks are decrypted with said static key and said dynamic key on o third

eempaler »y ?item; and

thereby encryption and decryption are distributed between said first computer system, said

second computer system, and said receivingthifd computer system.

27. (original) The computer system ofClaim 26, wherein said second computer system is

untrustcd.

28. (currently amended) The computer system ofClaim 23, wherein:

said data clement chunks are encrypted with said static key on a first computer system;

said data element chunks are encrypted with said dynamic key on said first computer system;

paid data clomont chunks arc decrypted with said static key nnd sa id dynamic k ey on a second

computer system; and

thereby encryption and decryption are distributed between said first computer system and said

rcceivingsecond computer system.

29. (currently amended) A computer implemented method for encrypting a data element and

decrypting said data clement using a static key and a dynamic key, said data element being

partitioned into chunks, comprising:

encrypting said data clement chunks with said static key to provide static encrypted data clement

chunks :

encrypting said static encrypted data clement chunks with said dynamic key to provide dynamic-

static data element chunks and dynamic encryption recovery information states : an4

transmitting said dynamic-static data clement chunks and said dynamic encryption recovery

information states to a receiving computer system:

decrypting said dynamic-static data element chunks with said static key and said dynamic key on

said receiving computer system:

determining, on said receiving computer system, when transmission ofone of said dynamic-

static data element chunks failed; and
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recovering on said receiving computer system, said decrypting of said dynamic-static data

clement chunks after said one of said dynamic-static data element chunks based on one of said

dynamic encryption recovery information states .

30. (currently ameuded) The method of Claim 29 further compri flingwherein said encrypting said

data element chunks with said static kev strongly gncjygtgencrypting said data element

chunks with said static key.

3 1
.
(currently amended) The method ofClaim 29 further comprisingwhercin said encrypting said

static encrypted data element chunks with said dynamic key weakly encryptsenefyptmg said

data clement chunks with said dynamic key.

32. (currently amended) The method ofClaim 29, further comprising:

wherein said encrypting said data element chunks with said static key is_on a first computer

system;

transmitting said static encrypted data element chunks to a second computer system;

wherein said encrypting said static encrypted data clement chunks with said dynamic key ison

said second computer system;

transmitting said data element chunks to a third computer nyotum;

decrypting said data element chunks widi said-statio key and said dynamic key on said third

computer system; and

thereby distributing encryption between said first computer systenuffldr said second computer

system, and said third computer system .

33. (currently amended) The method ofClaim 29, further comprismgr

wherein said encrypting said data element chunks with said static key is_on a first computer

system;

wherein said encrypting said static encrypted data element chunks with said dynamic key is_on

said first computer system*

transmitting said dntacloment chunks to second computer system;
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decrypting said data-e lement chunks with fiaid static key and said dynamic key on said second

computer system; and

thereby distributing encryption between said first computer oystem and said second computer

Jj kiivirTi

34. (currently amended) The method of Claim 32, further comprising:

transmitting said static encrypted data element chunks with static encryption recovery

information:

determining when transmission of said static encrypted data element chunks from said first

computer system to said second computer system failed; and

recoverin2 said decrypting of repatfwg at least one of said data element chunks without

retransmission of said data based on said static encryption recovery information .

35. (canceled)

36. (canceled)

37. (currently amended) An article of manufacture comprising a program storage medium

readable by a computer and embodying one or more instructions executable by the computer

for causing a computer system to encrypt a data element and decrypt said data clement using

a static key and a dynamic key, said data element being partitioned into chunks, comprising:

encrypting said data clement chunks with said static key;

encrypting said data clement chunks with said dynamic key; and

transmitting said data element chunks to a receiving computer system;

decrypting said data clement chunks with said static key and said dynamic key on said receiving

computer system;

determining when transmission of said data element chunks from said second computer system

to said receiving computer system failed: and

recovering said decrypting of said data element chunks without retransmission of said data.
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38. (currently amended) The article ofmanufacture of Claim 37 farther comprisingwhercin said

encrypting said data element chunks said static kev weakly encryptsencrvptinft said data

element chunks with said static key.

39. (currently amended) The article of manufacture of Claim 37 further comprioin fiwherein said

encrypting said data clement chunks with said dynamic kc^weakly encryr^encrypting said

data element chunks with said dynamic key.

40. (currently amended) The article ofmanufacture of Claim 37, further comprising:

wherein said encrypting said data element chunks with said static key ison a first computer

transmitting said data clement chunks to a second computer system;

wherein said encrypting said data element chunks with said dynamic key ison said second

computer system;

transmitting said data element chunks to a third computer system-

decrypting said data e lement chunks with said static key and said dynamic key on raid third

computer system; and

thereby distributing encryption between said first computer system andT said second computer

4L (currently amended) The article ofmanufacture of Claim 37, farther comprising!

wherein said encrypting said data element chunks with said static key is_on a first computer

wherein said encrypting said data element chunks with said dynamic key ison said first

computer systemt

transmitting suid data element chunks to a second computer system;

decrypting said data element chunks with said static key and said dynamic key on said second

computer system; and

thorohy distributing encryption botwoon, said first computer system and said second computer

system;

system:

system;

system .
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42. (currently amended) The article ofmanufacture ofClaim 40, further comprising:

determining when transmission of said data element chunks from said first computer system to

said second computer system failed; and

recovering said decrypting of repnir i ng said data element chunks without retransmission of said

data.

43. (canceled)

44. (canceled)
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